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What is R ?
R is an open-source, free programming language and statistical environment popular among those doing
applied statistics. One uses R by running R code in a console; graphical user interfaces are very limited.

Outline
This session covers the essential topics to get started in R - after the session you should have an overview of
basic data structures and data types, perform operations on them, define your own functions and other basic
programming skills.

How can you install R on your own computer?
Download R (for free) from CRAN and install it. Default options are OK. You will have to download it from a
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) mirror. For Windows and Mac, you can use R with its build-in text
editor. For Linux, you use R in terminal with a third-party text editor. See http://cran.r-project.org/ (http://cran.r-
project.org/)

R Studio
RStudio is a free and open source integrated development environment (IDE) for R. You need to download R
first to be able to use RStudio as an editor and compiler. Some users like its graphical user interface; others
like its ability to create documents that incorporate R code (such as this one). See
https://www.rstudio.com/products/RStudio/ (https://www.rstudio.com/products/RStudio/)

R Scripts
When you are doing data analysis, you should keep a record of your code in a R script (a .R file) using a text
editor. Your R script should be reproducible, meaning you can run it without the code breaking

Basics of R
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R is the standard programming language and statistical environment in statistics and econometrics research.
It is also becoming ubiquitous in the data science departments of the corporate world. One of the best
aspects of R is that it is not commercial software - it is completely free and no license is needed to install it
and use it for whatever purpose you want. Because it is open source, many people are actively developing.
Apart from the R core functions, an active community maintains thousands of packages with specific routines,
that together can solve a wide range of problems. Moreover, community is very active in writing about how to
do things in R. You can easily find blog posts with solutions for all sorts of problems by googling, which is not
the case for many other commercial software (e.g. STATA).

General references
• A (Very) Short Introduction to R, Paul Torfs & Claudia Brauer, 2014: A 12-page introduction covering the
essentials of this brush-up. https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Torfs+Brauer-Short-R-Intro.pdf
(https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Torfs+Brauer-Short-R-Intro.pdf) (strongly recommended)

• Free textbook online: An Introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications in R Gareth James, Daniela
Witten, Trevor Hastie and Robert Tibshirani : http://www-bcf.usc.edu/~gareth/ISL/ (http://www-
bcf.usc.edu/~gareth/ISL/)

• An Introduction to R, W. N. Venables, D. M. Smith, and the R Core Team, 2014: The canonic introduction to
R, with far more detail than strictly needed for this course. https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf
(https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf)

• Follow R-bloggers to learn more commands: https://www.r-bloggers.com/how-to-learn-r-2/ (https://www.r-
bloggers.com/how-to-learn-r-2/)

Some R commands
Calculator
2+2

[1] 4

10^2+36

[1] 136

You can assign name to a number.

a=4      # to call a value, just type a
a

[1] 4

https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Torfs+Brauer-Short-R-Intro.pdf
http://www-bcf.usc.edu/~gareth/ISL/
https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf
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or do a calculation with a:

a*5

[1] 20

Specify a again, so it will reassign the value of a, even by using its old value.

a=a+10     # call a, just type a
a

[1] 14

aa=1:5
aa

[1] 1 2 3 4 5

Logical Values
10<100  # Is 10 less than 100? True or False.

## [1] TRUE

Vector
Use c to concatenate(paste together) (combine) numbers, strings, or logical expressions.

b=c(1,4,6,8,10)    # create a vector with 5 elements.
b                  # to call b, type b

[1]  1  4  6  8 10

length(b)

[1] 5

class(b)

[1] "numeric"



d=c("3","BF", 4)  # create a vector with 5 elements.
# call d and since d vector has strings, it will return all values in strings."" sign 
is used for strings.

d

[1] "3"  "BF" "4" 

class(d)

[1] "character"

b[5]       # find the 5th element of the vector b. Use brackets [] for data definitio
n.

[1] 10

b[3]=100   # replace the 3rd element of the vector b by value 100.

b

[1]   1   4 100   8  10

vec1=seq(from=1, to=10, by=1)  # create a new vector. 
# vec1=seq(1,10) gives the same. Starts from 1 and increments by 1 till 10. Default b
y value is 1.

vec1

 [1]  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10

vec1<10       # Is vec1 elements are less than 10 or not?

 [1]  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE FALSE

vec1==1       # logical expression. Is vec1 elements are equal to 1 or not?

 [1]  TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE



              # be careful in notation. It is not only "=", it is double "=="".

Data Frames
Putting vectors into data frames.

students=c("Alex", "Joe","Jane", "Cindy", "Esin")
grades= c(100,75,50, 65,80)
names(grades)=students
grades

 Alex   Joe  Jane Cindy  Esin 
  100    75    50    65    80 

grades[1:2]

Alex  Joe 
 100   75 

as.data.frame(grades) # this is a data frame

      grades
Alex     100
Joe       75
Jane      50
Cindy     65
Esin      80

grades[1:2]

Alex  Joe 
 100   75 

Functions
Mean, variance, standar deviation, summation, random number generation,Sin(x), abs() are some functions
that are already built in R.

mean(b)

[1] 24.6



sum(b)

[1] 123

Mean.b=mean(b)  # assign a name to the mean value.
Mean.b          # call MeanOfB. It is case sensitive

[1] 24.6

sum(b)          # summation of b values.

[1] 123

var(b)          # variance of b values

[1] 1788.8

sd(b)           # standar deviation of b values

[1] 42.29421

# Random number generation from a standard normal distribution with mean 0 and st.dev
iation 1.

rnorm(10)

 [1] -0.53793007 -0.08022933 -0.44716977 -1.01361136 -0.41954321
 [6]  0.63103751 -2.14766634  0.22771817  0.39144921  0.11923411

random=rnorm(10)    # assign a name "random" to the 10 value vector. 
random              # returns the created random numbers.

 [1]  1.93834065  1.05412650  1.41134770  0.95695664 -0.97830102
 [6]  1.50942215 -0.02451388  0.12493149 -0.89947128  0.00110182

#To learn more on any function, you can get help by typing ?rnorm  or write help(rnor
m).
?rnorm
help(rnorm)



Graphics
Use plot() command to see the graphics

plot(random)    # plots the 10 random numbers generated and saved in vector called "r
andom".

plot(rnorm(100), col="blue", main="Title: Figure 1") # shorter way of ploting for 100 
data points colored in red with a title.



plot(rnorm(100), type="l", col="gold")   # points will be turned to a line.



hist(rnorm(100), main="Histogram of the data")



Matrices
Creating matrices is easy. I will use matrix command. More easily, reading data sets as matrices and work
more on them. However, the example might be:

aa=1:12
aa

 [1]  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12

matrix(data=aa, nrow=3, ncol=4) # a 3 by 4 matrix using numbers 1 through 12. the def
ault is to fill by column.

     [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,]    1    4    7   10
[2,]    2    5    8   11
[3,]    3    6    9   12



matrix(data=aa, nrow=3, ncol=4, byrow=TRUE)  #fill by row. Use byrow=TRUE in the comm
and.

     [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,]    1    2    3    4
[2,]    5    6    7    8
[3,]    9   10   11   12

A <- matrix(1:12,3,4)    # create a matrix for data from 1 to 12, and name it A. A[#r
ow, #column]

A                        # view the matrix

     [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,]    1    4    7   10
[2,]    2    5    8   11
[3,]    3    6    9   12

A[2,3]                 # value from the 2nd row in the 3rd column. use [] to call the 
matix data.

[1] 8

You can an entire row or column by omitting the column or row index, respectively. The object that is returned
is usually a vector.

A[2,3]=50 # replace that element with 7
A

     [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,]    1    4    7   10
[2,]    2    5   50   11
[3,]    3    6    9   12

A[,1] # All row values, and the 1st column of A; note we keep the comma.

[1] 1 2 3

A[,1:2]



     [,1] [,2]
[1,]    1    4
[2,]    2    5
[3,]    3    6

READING THE DATA FROM EXCEL, TXT or WEB:
1. Easy way to read it: online:

# read data from the web page to simplify it this time.
myurl="https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQYoVMYqfd6-cxQBf306685MsTcxF-
VfFyzXBx89vZ5q6HQhTHWpUU_ZYjjY7Lz1wul-ZQisTeoeaNj/pub?gid=0&single=true&output=csv" # 
read data from the url link

mydata=read.csv(url(myurl))   # read data from the url link

2. The more traditional way is setting your working directory by going to SESSION/SET YOUR WORKING
DIRECTORY/CHOOSE YOUR DIRECTORY option at the top of the screen and save your Excel files in it.
Download the data. This is you can do in general. Change your working directory.

setwd(“ /Desktop/RWorkshop/Advertising.csv”)

mydata2=read.csv("~/Desktop/RWorkshop/Advertising.csv") 
head(mydata2)

  observation    TV Radio Newspaper Sales
1           1 230.1  37.8      69.2  22.1
2           2  44.5  39.3      45.1  10.4
3           3  17.2  45.9      69.3   9.3
4           4 151.5  41.3      58.5  18.5
5           5 180.8  10.8      58.4  12.9
6           6   8.7  48.9      75.0   7.2

Then choose the name of the series and assign a name. Use # read.csv(“#name of the file.cvs”) . Use csv
format!!!

Use read.table(“#mydata.txt, header=TRUE”) for text files. First row is reserved for the variable names by
writing header=TRUE option. Example: mydata=read.table(“mydata.txt, header=TRUE)

head(mydata) 

/Desktop/RWorkshop“) mydata2=read.csv(”



  day    TV Radio Newspaper Sales
1   1 230.1  37.8      69.2  22.1
2   2  44.5  39.3      45.1  10.4
3   3  17.2  45.9      69.3   9.3
4   4 151.5  41.3      58.5  18.5
5   5 180.8  10.8      58.4  12.9
6   6   8.7  48.9      75.0   7.2

tail(mydata)

    day    TV Radio Newspaper Sales
195 195 149.7  35.6       6.0  17.3
196 196  38.2   3.7      13.8   7.6
197 197  94.2   4.9       8.1   9.7
198 198 177.0   9.3       6.4  12.8
199 199 283.6  42.0      66.2  25.5
200 200 232.1   8.6       8.7  13.4

nrow(mydata)           # returns the #of rows in the data matrix

[1] 200

ncol(mydata)           # returns the #of columns in the data matrix

[1] 5

summary(mydata)        # returns all the information of the estimated model.

      day               TV             Radio          Newspaper     
 Min.   :  1.00   Min.   :  0.70   Min.   : 0.000   Min.   :  0.30  
 1st Qu.: 50.75   1st Qu.: 74.38   1st Qu.: 9.975   1st Qu.: 12.75  
 Median :100.50   Median :149.75   Median :22.900   Median : 25.75  
 Mean   :100.50   Mean   :147.04   Mean   :23.264   Mean   : 30.55  
 3rd Qu.:150.25   3rd Qu.:218.82   3rd Qu.:36.525   3rd Qu.: 45.10  
 Max.   :200.00   Max.   :296.40   Max.   :49.600   Max.   :114.00  
     Sales      
 Min.   : 1.60  
 1st Qu.:10.38  
 Median :12.90  
 Mean   :14.02  
 3rd Qu.:17.40  
 Max.   :27.00  



summary(mydata$Sales)  # returns the mean, median, max of the Sales data.

   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max. 
   1.60   10.38   12.90   14.02   17.40   27.00 

attach(mydata)         # attach() the data helps you not to use $ sign to call the se
ries everytime.

mean(Sales)            # no need to use $ to call the 

[1] 14.0225

plot(TV,Sales)  # plot(x-axis, y-axis) in order.

plot(TV,Sales,main="TV ads effect on Sales",col="red")



plot(TV,Sales,main="TV ads effect on Sales in $",col="blue", xlab="TV ads in $", ylab
="Sales in USD $", xlim=c(0,400), ylim=c(0,40))



Simple Linear Regression
lm(Sales~TV)

Call:
lm(formula = Sales ~ TV)

Coefficients:
(Intercept)           TV  
    7.03259      0.04754  

model1=lm(Sales~TV)  # regress Sales on TV advertisement spending.

summary(model1)  # shows all the inforamtion from the estimation.



Call:
lm(formula = Sales ~ TV)

Residuals:
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max 
-8.3860 -1.9545 -0.1913  2.0671  7.2124 

Coefficients:
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept) 7.032594   0.457843   15.36   <2e-16 ***
TV          0.047537   0.002691   17.67   <2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 3.259 on 198 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.6119,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.6099 
F-statistic: 312.1 on 1 and 198 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16

cor(Sales,TV)

[1] 0.7822244

plot(TV, Sales)
abline(model1,col="blue")



hist(Sales)



Multiple Regression
Add other variables.

model2=lm(Sales~TV+Radio+Newspaper)
summary(model2)



Call:
lm(formula = Sales ~ TV + Radio + Newspaper)

Residuals:
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max 
-8.8277 -0.8908  0.2418  1.1893  2.8292 

Coefficients:
             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept)  2.938889   0.311908   9.422   <2e-16 ***
TV           0.045765   0.001395  32.809   <2e-16 ***
Radio        0.188530   0.008611  21.893   <2e-16 ***
Newspaper   -0.001037   0.005871  -0.177     0.86    
---
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 1.686 on 196 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.8972,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.8956 
F-statistic: 570.3 on 3 and 196 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16

errors=residuals(model2)
fittedvalues=fitted(model2)

Data Manipulation
We can manipulate the data. Sort it ascending, descending order, or we can call some columns, or rows,

Sort the data:
You can sort the data according to ascending or descending order

# sort(mydata$Sales) also sorts the data with respect to Sales.
Sorted.mydata=mydata[order(Sales),]   # sorts the data w.r.to Sales in ascending  ord
er

Sorted.mydata[1:3,]

    day  TV Radio Newspaper Sales
131 131 0.7  39.6       8.7   1.6
156 156 4.1  11.6       5.7   3.2
9     9 8.6   2.1       1.0   4.8

Descending.mydata=mydata[order(-Sales),]   # sorts the data w.r.to Sales in descendin
g  order, use -Sales.

Descending.mydata[1:4,]



    day    TV Radio Newspaper Sales
176 176 276.9  48.9      41.8  27.0
184 184 287.6  43.0      71.8  26.2
199 199 283.6  42.0      66.2  25.5
37   37 266.9  43.8       5.0  25.4

Choose some data
Choose a series Sales are more(or less) than 10.

Sales10=mydata[mydata$Sales>10,]  # it will save all the rows for the Sales>10 for al
l variables,
Sales10[1:3,]

  day    TV Radio Newspaper Sales
1   1 230.1  37.8      69.2  22.1
2   2  44.5  39.3      45.1  10.4
4   4 151.5  41.3      58.5  18.5

# table() command returns the count of numbers in table. 
table(Sales>10) # returns how many TRUE and how many FALSE. There are 155 TV spending
s that are greater than $10.

FALSE  TRUE 
   45   155 

# Very usedful command is tapply()
tapply(Sales, TV>200, mean)  # returns the average of Sales for the TV advertisement 
spending is NOT less than $200 and less than $200

   FALSE     TRUE 
11.82030 18.39403 

Creating Dummy Variables
Expensive.TV=mydata$TV>200    #Is Sales>20? yes or no. True or False
Expensive.TV[1:5]                # returns TRUE and FALSE for each observation of Sal
es.

[1]  TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE



## To add this Dummy Variable in your data set, use the data set name, mydata2, type 
$ sign to add the new column:
mydata2$Expensive.TV=mydata$TV>200

Expensive.TV=as.numeric(mydata$TV>200)
Expensive.TV[1:5] 

[1] 1 0 0 0 0

# To add this Dummy Variable in your data set, use the data set name, mydata2, type $ 
sign to add the new column:
mydata2$Expensive.TV=mydata$TV>200

Dummy.Expensive.TV = ifelse(mydata$TV>200, 1,0)    # returns 1 and 0
Dummy.Expensive.TV[1:5]

[1] 1 0 0 0 0

## To add this Dummy Variable in your data set:
mydata2$Dummy.Expensive.TV = ifelse(mydata2$TV>200, 1,0)

## To add this Dummy Variable in your data set:
mydata2$Dummy.Expensive.TV = ifelse(mydata2$TV>200, 1,0) 

sum(Dummy.Expensive.TV)  # there are 67 observations that TV Advertisement spending i
s higher than $200.

[1] 67

Save and Write the new created data

save(mydata2,
     file = "myoutput.Rdata")

write.csv(mydata2,
          file = "myoutput.csv")

TIME SERIES DATA SET
Getting data into R from FRED, YAHOOFINANCE
remove(list =ls()) # a little tidying up

install.packages(“quantmod”) install.packages(“Quandl”) install.packages(“pdfetch”)



install.packages(“dynlm”) install.packages(“forecast”) install.packages(“tseries”) install.packages(“zoo”)
install.packages(“xts”)

FRED and Quandl data
Libraries

library(quantmod)  # for downloading the FRED app/FRED data

Loading required package: xts

Loading required package: zoo

Attaching package: 'zoo'

The following objects are masked from 'package:base':

    as.Date, as.Date.numeric

Loading required package: TTR

Version 0.4-0 included new data defaults. See ?getSymbols.

library(Quandl)   # for downlowding data for QUANDL
library(forecast)
library(dynlm)
library(car); library(zoo); library(pdfetch)

Example: Unemployment data from FRED
getSymbols("NEWH709UR", src = "FRED") 

## 'getSymbols' currently uses auto.assign=TRUE by default, but will
## use auto.assign=FALSE in 0.5-0. You will still be able to use
## 'loadSymbols' to automatically load data. getOption("getSymbols.env")
## and getOption("getSymbols.auto.assign") will still be checked for
## alternate defaults.
## 
## This message is shown once per session and may be disabled by setting 
## options("getSymbols.warning4.0"=FALSE). See ?getSymbols for details.



## [1] "NEWH709UR"

plot(NEWH709UR)

Example: CPI data from FRED
getSymbols("SUUR0000SA0", src = "FRED", frequency=12)

[1] "SUUR0000SA0"

plot(SUUR0000SA0)



CPI= SUUR0000SA0
head(CPI)

           SUUR0000SA0
1999-12-01       100.0
2000-01-01       100.3
2000-02-01       100.9
2000-03-01       101.6
2000-04-01       101.6
2000-05-01       101.7

Calculate the Inflation

inf=diff(log(SUUR0000SA0))*100

plot(inf) 



#View(inf)
infdata=na.omit(inf)  ## REMOVE THE NA's

Example: STOCK DATA
Which Yahoo Finance symbols?

“ ixic”=NASDAQ Composite, “AAPL”=Apple Inc.

tickernames <- c("^gspc","^ixic", "AAPL")

# Download the data into R

yahoo <- pdfetch_YAHOO(tickernames,fields="adjclose",from="2000-01-01")
plot(yahoo$AAPL)

gspc“=S&P 500,”



# Calculate the compunded return of teh apple stock, first differences in logs
return=diff(log(yahoo$AAPL))*100

plot(return)




